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The Background
Following the forced withdrawal of
Merck's arthritis and acute pain medication Vioxx from the worldwide market on September 30 (after data from a
clinical trial showed that the drug produced an increased risk for heart
attacks and strokes) the value of
Merck's shares plunged by more than
$12 – reducing the net worth of the
company by about $26 billion.

Timeline
1990: Discovery of the scurvy/heart disease
connection
1992: Call for the eradication of cardiovascular
disease
1992: The scurvy/heart disease connection
triggers the demise of the pharmaceutical
industry

Subsequent revelations by FDA whistleblower Dr. David Graham would throw the
future survival of Merck into question. Following revelations that Merck probably
knew about the risks of Vioxx as early as 2000, a report by Dr. Graham, associate
director of the FDA's office of drug safety, revealed that between 88,000 and
139,000 Americans probably experienced heart attacks or strokes after taking
Vioxx, and that between 35,000 to 56,000 probably died as a result.
If President Bush did not win re-election on November 2, the whole fraudulent industry could come crashing down in a blaze of class action lawsuits. The financial interests behind the pharmaceutical 'business with disease' who backed Bush could not
allow this happen and the prospect of further escalation of the war on terror once
again swam into view, in order that those interests might be protected by legislation
enacted under martial laws – the only way it would get past the American people.

1992: ‘Project for the New American Century’
1992: FDA - make vitamins prescription drugs
1994: Vitamin Freedom Act
1995: Codex Alimentarius - saving the drug
business through global protection laws
1997: The Chemnitz Program
1998: Landslide defeat for Pharma-Chancellor
Kohl
1999: A new homeland for the Pharma-cartel
1999: UK legislation banning vitamins halted

The Reaction

1999: Liberation of Human Health

On the very same day that our open letter was published, the Boston Globe
railed against the influence of pharma
money on US health care. Agreeing
with our assessment that the industry
has created a pattern of corruption that
pervades all sectors of health care and
drawing upon historic parallels to current events, the Globe's article made it
clear that pharma drugs control US
health care (The Boston Globe, October
10, 2004).

2000: Pharma-President Bush elected.
2002: World Summit - A New Beginning
2002: Pharma-Cartel Continues Drive to Outlaw
Natural Health
2002: UN Security Council Refuses to back US
War on Iraq
2003: Make Health - Not War!
2003: Mr Bush - War is Not a Sign of Strength
2003: Time to Protect Our Health

Within two days, the New York Times
was questioning the impact of the billions of dollars the drug companies
pour into advertising their products
directly to the public each year.
Concluding that this was probably the
cause of Vioxx being over-prescribed
to millions of patients who didn't need it, the Times made the point that such
advertising undoubtedly increased the awful death and disability toll related to the
use of Vioxx (New York Times, October 12, 2004).

2003: Pharma-Cartel War Plans
2003: Health for All by 2020
2003: Vitamin C Against SARS
2003: Constitution for a Health World
2003: Say No To Nuking Iran
2003: Black Out
2003: The Future of Mankind

The Outcome

2003: Save Our Planet Now!

We all now know that the Bush
Administration will be wreaking its trail
of carnage across the world for another
four years. Already, President Bush has
announced his intention to provide the
greatest payback to the financial interests behind the industry yet seen. The
medical liability reform that is his
prime policy this term will protect
Merck and all the other drug makers
from ruin following class action lawsuits against the side effects of their drugs – including Vioxx. If this tort reform is
successful, disabled patients and the relatives of those killed by drugs will have no
recourse in law against the perpetrators.
Hank McKinnell, the CEO of the world's largest pharmaceutical company, Pfizer,
was so moved to have President Bush back in office that he issued an homage to
him on the day after his re-election, praising him profusely and saying that Pfizer
looked forward to working with him to achieve "our common objective" (Pfizer
website, November 3, 2004). You just knew he was speaking for the whole, rottento-the-core industry.
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2004: Why 9/11? Why the Iraq War?
2004: Prevent World War III - Now!
2004: The United Nations Committed Sucide!
2004: A Patients’ Bill of Rights
2004: From‘Pharma-Fraud’ to ‘Pharma-Terror’
2004: The Alliance of Nations
2004: George Bush-Do Not Start World War III
2005: Protect Your Health Act Now!
2005: Stop AIDS Genocide By the Drug Cartel!
2006: Patriot Act Renewal
2006: Bird Flu
2006: ‘Outcry’ Stop Nuclear War!
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The Background
Following United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan's unexpected statement
ten days before that the war in Iraq was illegal, many questions needed asking and answering.
Having already proposed a credible alternative to the failing UN earlier in the year,
it seemed natural for us to subject Annan's statements, welcomed by the many
opponents of the imperialistic attitudes
of the United States, to some careful
analysis.
We had discovered that nearly thirty
years earlier, the UN had had the
chance to adopt policies that would
truly reflect the needs of the majority of
its member nations and foster peace
and security for the whole world. But,
just as we had seen again during the
unilateral invasion of Iraq by the US-led
war coalition, those policies had been
blocked by a handful of economically
powerful nations that sit in the UN
Security Council.

Louis Echeveria
President of Mexico
from 1970 to 1976

The reforms proposed by the high level
group put together by Annan in 2003
would be simply a smoke screen to
enable the status quo to continue. Annan
and the members of the Security Council
would never give up their colonialist
powers voluntarily.

The Reaction

Timeline
1990: Discovery of the scurvy/heart disease
connection
1992: Call for the eradication of cardiovascular
disease
1992: The scurvy/heart disease connection
triggers the demise of the pharmaceutical
industry
1992: ‘Project for the New American Century’
1992: FDA - make vitamins prescription drugs
1994: Vitamin Freedom Act
1995: Codex Alimentarius - saving the drug
business through global protection laws
1997: The Chemnitz Program
1998: Landslide defeat for Pharma-Chancellor
Kohl
1999: A new homeland for the Pharma-cartel
1999: UK legislation banning vitamins halted
1999: Liberation of Human Health
2000: Pharma-President Bush elected.
2002: World Summit - A New Beginning
2002: Pharma-Cartel Continues Drive to Outlaw
Natural Health
2002: UN Security Council Refuses to back US
War on Iraq

Within five days of the publication of this open letter, in order to save face and
divert attention from the failings of the United Nations, Annan was addressing a
meeting of the members of the Non Aligned Movement and calling for effective
collective policies and institutions to refashion the international community.

2003: Make Health - Not War!
2003: Mr Bush - War is Not a Sign of Strength
2003: Time to Protect Our Health

Some may have thought this incredibly hypocritical coming as it did from a man
representing a so-called world body that had ignored the needs and wishes of 95%
of its members for more than fifty years.

2003: Pharma-Cartel War Plans
2003: Health for All by 2020
2003: Vitamin C Against SARS

The Outcome

2003: Constitution for a Health World

Less than two months
before the presidential elections in the United States
and the United Nations
Secretary General attacks
President Bush for leading
an illegal invasion of Iraq Annan must have been desperate.

2003: Say No To Nuking Iran
2003: Black Out
2003: The Future of Mankind
2003: Save Our Planet Now!
2004: Why 9/11? Why the Iraq War?
2004: Prevent World War III - Now!
2004: The United Nations Committed Sucide!

Who told whom what to do?

As election day drew nearer, Kerry and Bush were
running neck and neck in
the opinion polls as to who
would make the best leader
and the TV campaigns were
getting dirty.

Unknown to the rest of the world, the Bush camp was regrouping for its final
assault on the electorate and had an ace up its sleeve. Most free-thinking individuals in the United States now knew Bush for what he was - the stooge of a powerful investment group who would stop at nothing to get their way - and yet, his popularity ratings remained high. Who was supporting him?
All would be revealed come Election Day.
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2004: A Patients’ Bill of Rights
2004: From‘Pharma-Fraud’ to ‘Pharma-Terror’
2004: The Alliance of Nations
2004: George Bush-Do Not Start World War III
2005: Protect Your Health Act Now!
2005: Stop AIDS Genocide By the Drug Cartel!
2006: Patriot Act Renewal
2006: Bird Flu
2006: ‘Outcry’ Stop Nuclear War!
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The Background
In order to bring home the scale of the fraud perpetrated by the interests behind
the pharmaceutical industry and the dreadful unnecessary death toll that followed
as a result of the operation of this fraud, it was necessary to quantify the results in
a way that would bring home to people just how serious the fraud had become.
It was also necessary to place the profit
before health tactics of the pharmaceutical interests in some historical context
- as we had done in 2003 - to demonstrate that there were strong precedents
to this situation that had plunged the
world into war once before.

Timeline
1990: Discovery of the scurvy/heart disease
connection
1992: Call for the eradication of cardiovascular
disease
1992: The scurvy/heart disease connection
triggers the demise of the pharmaceutical
industry
1992: ‘Project for the New American Century’
1992: FDA - make vitamins prescription drugs

Worldwide Death Toll of the Pharma-Fraud:

12 Million Heart Attack Victims Each Year

Setting out the definition of a terrorist
organization helped to cement the fact
in people's minds that these guys would
stop at nothing in order to protect their
fraudulent business and escape conviction for their criminal and murderous
activities.

1994: Vitamin Freedom Act
1995: Codex Alimentarius - saving the drug
business through global protection laws
1997: The Chemnitz Program
1998: Landslide defeat for Pharma-Chancellor
Kohl
1999: A new homeland for the Pharma-cartel
1999: UK legislation banning vitamins halted

The Reaction

1999: Liberation of Human Health

On September 7, President Bush
announced that Medicare premiums
would rise by 17% handing a windfall
profit of some $139 billion to the pharmaceutical industry (AlterNet Drug
Reporter, September 20, 2004).
On September 16, three months after
caving in to United States demands for
legitimization of the invasion of Iraq, the
United Nations Secretary General Kofi
Annan seemed to have recovered his
Worldwide Death Toll of the Pharma-Fraud:
senses and realized what was happening
4 Million Cancer Victims Each Year
- or perhaps it was an instinct for selfpreservation. Either way, he had obviously been following the debate and unexpectedly announced in an interview given to the BBC that the US-led invasion of Iraq was
an illegal act that contravened the UN charter (BBC News, September 16, 2004).

2000: Pharma-President Bush elected.
2002: World Summit - A New Beginning
2002: Pharma-Cartel Continues Drive to Outlaw
Natural Health
2002: UN Security Council Refuses to back US
War on Iraq
2003: Make Health - Not War!
2003: Mr Bush - War is Not a Sign of Strength
2003: Time to Protect Our Health
2003: Pharma-Cartel War Plans
2003: Health for All by 2020
2003: Vitamin C Against SARS
2003: Constitution for a Health World
2003: Say No To Nuking Iran

The Outcome

2003: Black Out

No doubt threatened by the prospect of
a new Alliance of Nations replacing a
rapidly disintegrating United Nations
Organization, Kofi Annan suddenly
sprang to life and began to attack the
United States. These attacks would also
signal the start of a rescue mission for
the UN, managed by Annan, that would
be played out over the coming months.

2003: The Future of Mankind
2003: Save Our Planet Now!
2004: Why 9/11? Why the Iraq War?
2004: Prevent World War III - Now!
2004: The United Nations Committed Sucide!
2004: A Patients’ Bill of Rights
2004: From‘Pharma-Fraud’ to ‘Pharma-Terror’

Seeing the death toll from the activities
of the fraudulent pharma-terror business
Worldwide Death Toll of the Pharma-Fraud:
set out in the world's largest newspaper
5 Million AIDS Victims Each Year
was a chastening experience for many
people. The extent of the criminal activities inherent in this industry had never before
been so graphically stated and that fact would lead to very serious consequences for
the industry and its web of influence. The future survival of the 'business with disease' remains in the balance at the time of publication of this book.

2004: The Alliance of Nations
2004: George Bush-Do Not Start World War III
2005: Protect Your Health Act Now!
2005: Stop AIDS Genocide By the Drug Cartel!
2006: Patriot Act Renewal
2006: Bird Flu
2006: ‘Outcry’ Stop Nuclear War!
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The Background
We had previously censured Senator
Kerry for not speaking out clearly
against the invasion of Iraq, noting in the
process that the Democrats were also
responsive to the same interest groups
as President Bush and his cronies.
However, in the absence of any credible
alternatives candidates, we reasoned
that Senator Kerry had the best chance
to go head to head with President Bush
for control of the White House and that,
if he won, it would take some time for those interest groups to re-establish their
grip. This might offer us a window of opportunity in which to drive home the
health and peace message.
Kerry's running mate John Edwards had already declared his support for patient's
rights, including the right to sue (an issue that was to rear its ugly head again later
in the year) and it seemed possible that a new Democratic President might actually improve the public health - at least in the short term.
If the influence of the pharmaceutical boys in this process was to be negated, we
needed to act now and inform the people of America why their healthcare system
was in crisis, who was responsible and what they could do about it.

Timeline
1990: Discovery of the scurvy/heart disease
connection
1992: Call for the eradication of cardiovascular
disease
1992: The scurvy/heart disease connection
triggers the demise of the pharmaceutical
industry
1992: ‘Project for the New American Century’
1992: FDA - make vitamins prescription drugs
1994: Vitamin Freedom Act
1995: Codex Alimentarius - saving the drug
business through global protection laws
1997: The Chemnitz Program
1998: Landslide defeat for Pharma-Chancellor
Kohl
1999: A new homeland for the Pharma-cartel
1999: UK legislation banning vitamins halted
1999: Liberation of Human Health
2000: Pharma-President Bush elected.
2002: World Summit - A New Beginning
2002: Pharma-Cartel Continues Drive to Outlaw
Natural Health

The Reaction
Three days after the publication of this
open letter, the security threat level in
the readership area of the New York
Times was raised to orange (high)
under the Homeland Security Advisory
System alert notification process.
Coincidence?

2002: UN Security Council Refuses to back US
War on Iraq
2003: Make Health - Not War!
2003: Mr Bush - War is Not a Sign of Strength
2003: Time to Protect Our Health
2003: Pharma-Cartel War Plans
2003: Health for All by 2020
2003: Vitamin C Against SARS
2003: Constitution for a Health World
2003: Say No To Nuking Iran

The Outcome

One year later the predictions of this Open
Letter came true in a dramatic way: Drug
maker Merck was found responsible for the
death of a VIOXX patient and fined 256
Million dollars. The death toll from this one
harmful drug alone is estimated at around
30.000 patients.

2003: Black Out

Repeatedly calling the pharmaceutical
industry, one of the largest and most
profitable businesses on earth, a fraud
might have been seen as a high risk
strategy - except that it was true.

2003: The Future of Mankind

Stating that truth publicly in the pages
of the New York Times meant that the
genie was out of the bottle for good.
The information would spread worldwide and no one could any longer be in
any doubt about the true nature of this
industry.

2004: The United Nations Committed Sucide!

This battle that we had been engaged in
for so long would now become a fight
to the death - and to the winner would
go the spoils. Nothing less than the
future of human health was at stake.

2003: Save Our Planet Now!
2004: Why 9/11? Why the Iraq War?
2004: Prevent World War III - Now!

2004: A Patients’ Bill of Rights
2004: From‘Pharma-Fraud’ to ‘Pharma-Terror’
2004: The Alliance of Nations
2004: George Bush-Do Not Start World War III
2005: Protect Your Health Act Now!
2005: Stop AIDS Genocide By the Drug Cartel!
2006: Patriot Act Renewal
2006: Bird Flu
2006: ‘Outcry’ Stop Nuclear War!
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The Background
In mid June, the 9/11 Commission concluded in its report that there was "no
credible evidence that Iraq and al-Qaeda
cooperated on attacks against the
United States." The link between alQaeda and Iraq had been one of the justifications President Bush used for the
invasion of Iraq.
Originally scheduled to take place on
June 30, the transfer of power back to
the Iraqis happened secretly two days
early - the head of the provisional
authority couldn't get out of there fast
enough. The Bush Administration touted this as proof of the restoration of democracy and justification for its unilateral actions, but the truth was rather different.
In early June the United Nations had committed suicide by retrospectively authorizing the US-led military invasion of Iraq, finally destroying any shred of credibility
it had left following its abysmal performance since March 2003. President Bush had
achieved his goal of legitimacy for the invasion and thus avoided the possibility of
prosecution for war crimes and could
now start to think about his re-election in more positive terms. Iraq was
no longer needed.
In accordance with our consistent
approach of not only analyzing and
exposing the negative aspects of the
situation, but also proposing positive
solutions to the problems identified,
the apparent death of the United
Nations presented us with a challenge. What could stand in its place?

Timeline
1990: Discovery of the scurvy/heart disease
connection
1992: Call for the eradication of cardiovascular
disease
1992: The scurvy/heart disease connection
triggers the demise of the pharmaceutical
industry
1992: ‘Project for the New American Century’
1992: FDA - make vitamins prescription drugs
1994: Vitamin Freedom Act
1995: Codex Alimentarius - saving the drug
business through global protection laws
1997: The Chemnitz Program
1998: Landslide defeat for Pharma-Chancellor
Kohl
1999: A new homeland for the Pharma-cartel
1999: UK legislation banning vitamins halted
1999: Liberation of Human Health
2000: Pharma-President Bush elected.
2002: World Summit - A New Beginning
2002: Pharma-Cartel Continues Drive to Outlaw
Natural Health
2002: UN Security Council Refuses to back US
War on Iraq

The solution that we proposed could
perhaps be one of the most important
documents we have ever published.
The implications of a new Alliance of
Nations for the health, peace and
security of the people of the world are
far reaching.

2003: Make Health - Not War!
2003: Mr Bush - War is Not a Sign of Strength
2003: Time to Protect Our Health
2003: Pharma-Cartel War Plans
2003: Health for All by 2020
2003: Vitamin C Against SARS

The Reaction
On the same day that our open letter appeared, the John Kerry campaign website
set a new record for online contributions, receiving $3 million in one day.
Apparently, people were listening.
Also on June 30, the Chinese Vice President on a trip to South Africa declared that
China would work vigorously to build a new Africa-Asia partnership and South
African President Thabo Mbeki called upon the developing world to move beyond
churning out declarations and to turn words into concrete actions to address the
world's pressing problems.

2003: Constitution for a Health World
2003: Say No To Nuking Iran
2003: Black Out
2003: The Future of Mankind
2003: Save Our Planet Now!
2004: Why 9/11? Why the Iraq War?
2004: Prevent World War III - Now!

The very next day, a landmark study by Harvard University was published in the
New England Journal of Medicine and summed up the same day in the New York
Times: "The study found that daily doses of multivitamins slow down the disease
and cut the risk of developing AIDS in half."

2004: The United Nations Committed Sucide!
2004: A Patients’ Bill of Rights
2004: From‘Pharma-Fraud’ to ‘Pharma-Terror’
2004: The Alliance of Nations

The Outcome

2004: George Bush-Do Not Start World War III

The Alliance of Nations declaration was the culmination of more than ten years of
analysis, exposure and battles against the pharmaceutical 'business with disease'
and, since 9/11, the Bush Administration's attempts to overturn democracy in pursuit of the survival of its supporters in that industry.

2005: Protect Your Health Act Now!

The battles were by no means over, but the battlefields upon which they would
be fought in the future had changed. The unmasking of the pharmaceutical industry would continue and move to new levels as we moved inexorably towards
Election Day.

2006: Bird Flu
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2005: Stop AIDS Genocide By the Drug Cartel!
2006: Patriot Act Renewal

2006: ‘Outcry’ Stop Nuclear War!
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The Background
Having acceded to the United Nations proposal to replace the Iraqi Governing
Council with a caretaker government when returning sovereignty to Iraqis on June
30, the options for the Bush Administration were becoming ever more limited.
Direct intervention by the Bush
administration in the Korean
peninsula and support for
Israel's policy of escalation in the
Middle East once again raised
the specter of weapons of mass
destruction being used and the
threat of a third world war.

Timeline
1990: Discovery of the scurvy/heart disease
connection
1992: Call for the eradication of cardiovascular
disease
1992: The scurvy/heart disease connection
triggers the demise of the pharmaceutical
industry
1992: ‘Project for the New American Century’
1992: FDA - make vitamins prescription drugs

Hiroshima, August 6, 1945:
Any use of nuclear weapons
means complete destruction

The psychological effect of placing the United States on such a
war footing would enable the
Bush Administration to assume
the kind of emergency powers
that it is not possible to exercise
in peacetime, but which are vital
to the success of a covert pharmaceutical survival plan.

1994: Vitamin Freedom Act
1995: Codex Alimentarius - saving the drug
business through global protection laws
1997: The Chemnitz Program
1998: Landslide defeat for Pharma-Chancellor
Kohl
1999: A new homeland for the Pharma-cartel

The impetus for the election of a
new president under such circumstances would be small, even if President Bush
allowed the election to take place at all. It was beginning to seem that abolishing
democracy through escalation of events toward a world war could prove an attractive proposition for the man in the White House.

1999: UK legislation banning vitamins halted
1999: Liberation of Human Health
2000: Pharma-President Bush elected.
2002: World Summit - A New Beginning

The Reaction

2002: Pharma-Cartel Continues Drive to Outlaw
Natural Health

Five days later, the appalling physical
and sexual abuse of Iraqi prisoners at
Abu Ghraib prison near Baghdad and
violations of human rights against
other prisoners came to light when
photographs were released by the US
media, sparking outrage around the
world. The inhuman nature of the invasion of Iraq is graphically exposed by
these images.

2002: UN Security Council Refuses to back US
War on Iraq
2003: Make Health - Not War!
2003: Mr Bush - War is Not a Sign of Strength
2003: Time to Protect Our Health
2003: Pharma-Cartel War Plans
2003: Health for All by 2020

By mid-May President Bush had
opened up a new front in the war on
terror in a region that military officials
feared could become the next base for
Al Qaeda – the largely 'ungoverned'
swath of territory stretching from the
Horn of Africa to the Western Sahara's
Atlantic coast.

2003: Vitamin C Against SARS

Soldier Lynndie England, here
seen in Abu Ghraib, has been
sentenced for her crimes in the
meantime

2003: Constitution for a Health World
2003: Say No To Nuking Iran
2003: Black Out
2003: The Future of Mankind
2003: Save Our Planet Now!

The Outcome

2004: Why 9/11? Why the Iraq War?

For the first time ever, a non-US citizen had been cleared by the legal department
of the most respected newspaper in America to publicly call for the impeachment
of the President of the United States and for the United Nations to prosecute him
for war crimes. We were living in extraordinary times.

2004: Prevent World War III - Now!
2004: The United Nations Committed Sucide!
2004: A Patients’ Bill of Rights
2004: From‘Pharma-Fraud’ to ‘Pharma-Terror’
2004: The Alliance of Nations
2004: George Bush-Do Not Start World War III
2005: Protect Your Health Act Now!
2005: Stop AIDS Genocide By the Drug Cartel!
2006: Patriot Act Renewal
2006: Bird Flu
2006: ‘Outcry’ Stop Nuclear War!
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The Background
At the beginning of this Presidential election year, United States troops were still
embroiled in the Iraq war – nearly one year on and with no end in sight. Both
President Bush and Prime Minister Blair were facing increasing criticism of the
decision to go to war, illegally and increasingly it seemed, without even any real
foundation.

Timeline
1990: Discovery of the scurvy/heart disease
connection
1992: Call for the eradication of cardiovascular
disease

Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, the
supposed threat to the homeland security of the US and the UK that had
formed the basis of the pre-emptive
strike had not been found and no links
between Saddam and Bin Laden had
been established. David Kay, the former head of the U.S. weapons inspection teams in Iraq, informed a senate
committee on January, 28 that no
WMD had been found in Iraq and that
pre-war intelligence was "almost all
wrong" about Saddam's arsenal.

1992: The scurvy/heart disease connection
triggers the demise of the pharmaceutical
industry
1992: ‘Project for the New American Century’
1992: FDA - make vitamins prescription drugs
1994: Vitamin Freedom Act
1995: Codex Alimentarius - saving the drug
business through global protection laws
1997: The Chemnitz Program

The possibility that the Bush administration might try another pre-emptive strike
using the same justification to divert attention from the lack of evidence for the
Iraq war and that, this time, it might actually provoke the use of such weapons
could not be discounted. In election year, President Bush faced the prospect of
having to hand the White House over to another administration and of having the
real nature of the war on terror exposed for all to see. Desperate situations require
desperate measures.

1998: Landslide defeat for Pharma-Chancellor
Kohl
1999: A new homeland for the Pharma-cartel
1999: UK legislation banning vitamins halted
1999: Liberation of Human Health

During a period of declining public support, only by retrospective justification for
his actions could he hope to avoid this situation and bolster his chances of re-election later in the year. The survival of the special interest groups around President
Bush, above all the pharmaceutical industry, also depended upon this tactic.

2000: Pharma-President Bush elected.

The Reaction

2002: UN Security Council Refuses to back US
War on Iraq

Uncertainties about the events surrounding 9/11 remained and centered
upon an FBI whistleblower's revelation
in 2002 that warnings of an imminent
attack on the US were ignored. Since
the war on terror was a direct response
to these attacks, many people questioned the motives of the Bush administration for its unilateral and illegal
actions.

2002: World Summit - A New Beginning
2002: Pharma-Cartel Continues Drive to Outlaw
Natural Health

2003: Make Health - Not War!
2003: Mr Bush - War is Not a Sign of Strength
2003: Time to Protect Our Health
2003: Pharma-Cartel War Plans
2003: Health for All by 2020
2003: Vitamin C Against SARS

Within two days of the publication of
our open letter, the 9/11 Commission
had forced Bush to agree that his
national security advisor Condoleeza
Rice should testify under oath in order
that a "complete picture" of the events of September 11 would be given to the
nation (MSNBC News, March 30, 2004).

2003: Constitution for a Health World
2003: Say No To Nuking Iran
2003: Black Out
2003: The Future of Mankind
2003: Save Our Planet Now!
2004: Why 9/11? Why the Iraq War?

The Outcome

2004: Prevent World War III - Now!

It was clear that, in this election year, healthcare would be one of the major campaign issues. By making clear statements in our open letter that the pharmaceutical industry is the main sponsor of the Bush Administration and also the main
benefactor of the war on terror, a debate about the real healthcare issues would
be possible.

2004: The United Nations Committed Sucide!
2004: A Patients’ Bill of Rights
2004: From‘Pharma-Fraud’ to ‘Pharma-Terror’
2004: The Alliance of Nations

Suppression of life-saving information about the effectiveness, safety and affordability of vitamins and other natural remedies by the Bush Administration would
be a key factor in this debate and we made sure it would be kept at the forefront
of people's minds.

2004: George Bush-Do Not Start World War III
2005: Protect Your Health Act Now!
2005: Stop AIDS Genocide By the Drug Cartel!

The fact that the New York Times, one of the world's leading newspapers, continued to clear our open letters for publication told us a great deal about the underlying sense of unease in the United States over the tactics of the Bush
Administration and its susceptibility to corporate influence. This encouraged us to
continue to oppose President Bush and his supporters ever more forcefully – as
would become evident later in the year.
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2006: w Act Renewal
2006: Bird Flu
2006: ‘Outcry’ Stop Nuclear War!

